
"Do-and-don't" for D1

D1 linear programming

DO: # Draw the constraints on the graph and shade in the bad 
side

# Draw any convenient objective line. All lines parallel to that one
are also objective lines. Use set square and ruler to find the best 
objective line

# Use simultaneous equations to get the exact best point

# If you need whole-number solutions, sketch "Dandison's box" 
on the diagram and check the possible whole-number points.

DON'T # be puzzled when asked why a constraint is shown on the graph
as a dotted rather than solid line

# write "to show the strict inequality". It will be a constraint like x+y<3 
rather than x+y≤3. The dotted line shows that the points on the line 
aren't in the feasible region, but the answer Edexcel wants is "to show 
the strict inequality".



D1 Chinese postman

DO: # Mark each vertex odd or even

DO: # Consider all sets of paths connecting the odd vertices 
(usually 3 sets for the 4 odd vertices A B C D: AB+CD, AC+BD, 
AD+BC)

DO: # Calculate lengths for those sets of paths, writing in vertices
passed through on the way, e.g. A(EF)B+C(G)D=.... Then choose 
the shortest set of paths to repeat

DO: # "Get rid of" 2 odd vertices by starting at one and finishing 
at the other if you're allowed to start and finish at different 
vertices

DO: # Choose which 2 odd vertices to "get rid of" by choosing the 
shortest path-connecting-two-odd-vertices to repeat

DON'T # Miss shortest path between two odd vertices by missing a not-
obvious path

DO # Double-check



D1 critical path analysis

DO: # To draw an activity network from a table of which activities 
depend on which others, draw a start point and edges for all 
activities which depend on nothing previous. Then add edges one 
by one. (Unless question states otherwise, you can use extra 
dummies)

DO: # In an activity network, scan forward and put earliest start 
time on each vertex

DO: # Then scan backwards from the end. Use a 5B pencil to 
mark critical path(s), i.e. path(s) along which where earliest start
time = latest start time

DO: # Calculate float on an activity = latest finish time minus 
time the activity takes minus earliest start time

DO: # Draw Gantt charts by drawing the critical activities one 
after another across the top of the chart. Draw in other activities 
as early as possible in other rows, with dotted boxes for floats.

DO: # Make scheduling diagrams by squashing up Gantt charts 
into as few rows as you can

DO: # Calculate lower bound on number of workers = (total of all 
activity times)/(time for critical path)

DON'T # Explain wrong when dummies are needed.

DO # Learn by heart the two possible answers. Either "To show activity 
X depends on activities Y and Z, but activity W depends on Y alone". Or: 
"So that activities X and Y can be separately described for start and end 
times".

DON'T # Miss out preconditions.

DO # Remember you're looking for a "longest" path here, not the 
shortest as with Dijkstra



D1 sorting, searching, bin-packing

DO: # Quicksort by choosing pivots at each stage (middle or 
right-of-middle item) and sorting to the right or left of the pivot

DON'T # Fail to mark pivots (both new and "used" ones) at every pass

DON'T # Fail to carry on to the bitter end (every element marked as a 
pivot)

DON'T # Do it correctly! For Edexcel you must (in your head) sort the 
elements at each pass, so that on each side of the pivot they're in the 
same order as in the previous pass, though in fact it is pointless and 
wrong to do that.

DON'T # Fail to write "Quick sort complete" at the end

DON'T # Mix up ascending and descending order

DO # Remember you ascend to heaven, descend to hell

DO: # Bubble sort by bubbling each element up as far as it will go

DON'T # Fail to write "Bubble sort complete" at the end

DO# Check: the bubbliest element should be transferred to the right-
hand end at each pass.

DO: # Binary search by dividing the sorted list into halves, then 
halves of halves, etc.

DON'T # Do it all in your head and fail to write it out

DO: # First-fit bin packing by putting each item in the first bin 
which has space for it. First-fit decreasing by sorting the items in 
decreasing order and then doing first-fit. Full bin by filling some 
bins completely, then doing first-fit for remaining items.



D1 matchings

DO: # To get a better matching, start with an unmatched vertex in
left-hand set, draw a dotted line to connect it to a vertex in the 
right-hand set, neatly cross out any other line connected to that 
right-hand vertex, continue

# Write this like T−F=S−C=R−P

# When finished write "change status" and
T=F−S=C−R=P

# Use your drawing to check

# Learn by heart the definitions at 
http://www.memrise.com/course/54620/edexcel-d1-definitions/5/ 
and the definition of bipartite graph at 
http://www.memrise.com/course/54620/edexcel-d1-definitions/2/ 
(don't sweat over the other definitions there)

DON'T # say that a complete matching is impossible because some 
people can only do one task

DO # know it's usually because there are 2 tasks which only one person 
can do or because there are 2 people who can only be allocated to the 
same one task. If you're on a plane crashing into the sea, it's ok if 
everyone can only put on their own lifejacket; but a complete matching 
is impossible if there's only one person to put on two people's lifejackets,
or two people have only one lifejacket available between them.



D1 Kruskal and Prim

DO: # Kruskal: at each stage add the shortest edge remaining 
unless it forms a cycle (loop)

DO: # Prim: start at a vertex, and at each stage add the shortest 
edge which gets you to a new vertex

DON'T # Mix up Kruskal and Prim.

DO # Remember that with Kruskal at the early stages you have a krazy 
scattering of edges chosen, and with Prim you always have a prim and 
proper tree

DON'T # Fail to write down all the edges you've considered, including 
the ones rejected because they form cycles

DO: # Prim by matrix: 1. Choose a start vertex

2. Delete the row in the matrix for the chosen vertex.

3. Number the column in the matrix for the chosen vertex.

4. Put a ring round the lowest undeleted entry in any of the 
numbered columns.

5. The ringed entry becomes the next edge to add.

6. Go back to step 2 (for the vertex which that new edge adds to 
your tree).

Continue steps 2 to 6 until all the rows are deleted.



D1 Dijkstra

DO: # From each "loose-end" vertex, add edge-lengths to get the 
shortest distances to the next vertices, and write the shortest 
distances in the bottom boxes at those vertices

# Tidily cross out obsolete shortest distances as you go

# Use a 5B pencil to mark in finalised shortest-path edges, as you
go

# When finished, fill in the top boxes at each vertex

DON'T # Miss out edges which give shorter distances, especially when 
they look as if they are going "backwards" or "sideways"

DO # Double-check


